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Abstract� The implication fragment of Heyting
s logic is the minimal logical
system for which deduction theorem holds� This is known� but not emphasized enough�
In this note we present an elementary proof of this fact and propose how to use it in
order to promote the concept of many�valued logics in a natural way� by giving a
concept for the �rst lecture on this subject�
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�� Introduction

The aim of this paper is to present the concept of an introductory lecture
to the theory of non�classical logics� The level of this lecture supposes just the
knowledge of the elementary properties of traditionally de�ned deduction relation�
The central idea is to introduce a simple system of non�classical logic on the basis
of the deduction relation� Due to its simplicity� it seems that this consideration
could be of didactical interest�

The fact that the implication fragment of Heyting�s �or intuitionistic� logic
is the minimal logical system for which Deduction Theorem holds we use as one
of the crucial arguments to support the thesis that Heyting�s logic appears in a
quite natural way� This fact is known �see �	
 or ��
�� but not emphasized enough�
In this paper�lecture we present a simple proof of this fact� For this purpose we
introduce a sequent calculus DT �Deduction Theorem�� obviously minimal system
for which deduction theorem holds� and then prove that the implication fragment
of Heyting�s logic LJ� and DT coincide�

�� The deduction �or consequence� relation

We suppose that our propositional language consists of �	� a denumerable set of
propositional letters� fp�� p�� � � � g� �� one binary logical connective� the implication
symbol� � and ��� two auxilliary symbols� the paretheses� � and �� The set For
of �propositional� formulae is the smallest set containing propositional letters and
closed under the following formation rule� if A and B are formulae� then �A� B�
is a formula� Capitals A�B�C�D� � � � � with or without subscripts� are metavariables
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ranging over the set For� We also suppose that� where there are several occurrences
of implication� the �rst one appearing on the left has the highest priority� i�e�� we
will use the abbreviation A � B � � � � � C � D for �A � �B � �� � � � �C �
D� � � � ����

A logical system L is usually de�ned inductively� The basis of each logical
system L is its deduction �or consequence� relation� denoted by �L �or� simply�
by �� and de�ned as follows� � � A i� there exists a �nite sequence of formulae
A�� � � � � An such that An � A and each formula Ai �	 � i � n� of this sequence
satis�es one of the following conditions� �i� Ai is an axiom of L� �ii� Ai � �� or
�iii� Ai is an immediate consequence of a set of formulae � � fA�� � � � � Ai��g by
an inference rule of L� In such a case we say that from the set of hypotheses � in
L we can infer A� If � � �� we say that A is provable in L� or A is a theorem of
L� and denote this fact by �L A� The corresponding �nite sequence of formulae
terminating by A is a deduction of A from � in L or� for � � �� this will be a proof
for A in L�

From the above de�nition it follows immediately that the consequence relation
�� P�For��For� where P�For� is the power set of the set For of formulae� has the
following basic properties�

�i� If A � �� then � � A�

�ii� If � � A� then � 	 fBg � A�

�iii� If � � A and � 	 fAg � B� then � 	 � � B�

For unions �	� and �	 fAg of the sets of formulae we will use the following
denotation ��� and �� A� respectively�

In close connection with the deduction relation is th notion of deductive closure�
Let L be a logical system� Then� for any set � of formulae its deductive closure
Cn��� may be de�ned as follows

Cn��� � fBj� � Bg

Deductive closure Cn is a special case of the closure operator� usually de�ned in
the context of general topology� having the following remarkable properties�

�i� � � Cn���

�ii� If � � �� then Cn��� � Cn����

�iii� Cn�Cn���� � Cn���

for any sets � and � of formulae� Let us note that these properties of closure
operator corresponds exactly to the properties �i���iii� of deduction relation�

�� The deduction theorem

In this context� supposing that the set of formulae is built up over the lan�
guage containing the implication connective �� the Deduction Theorem may be
formulated as follows�
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Deduction Theorem� For every set �� A�B of formulae�

�� A � B i� � � A� B�

In other words� we can say that the Deduction Theorem holds for a logical
system if this system is closed under the following two inference rules�

�� A � B

� � A� B

� � A� B

�� A � B

The Deduction Theorem shows that� in some way� the implication de�ned by the
considered calculus agrees with the corresponding deduction relation�

The Deduction Theorem is sometimes called the Tarski�Herbrand theorem be�
cause A� Tarski and J� Herbrand were the �rst logicians who mentioned this state�
ment in their works �see �
� ��
� ��
 and ��
�� Let us mention that S� Ja�skowski as
well has used the Deduction Theorem as a kind of inference rule �in his paper ��

written several years before its publication��

A simple way to describe precisely the deduction relation is to express its basic
properties by means of a pure implicative calculus� This calculus will be denoted
by H� �H�for the Heyting calculus �A� Heyting� and ��for its implicative
fragment�� The axiom schemata of H� are�

�A	� A� B � A

�A� �A� B � C�� �A� B�� A� C

and the only inference rule is modus ponens�

A A� B

B

Note that axiom schemata represent in�nitely many axioms obtained by all
possible choices of formulae A� B and C� Similarly� according to modus ponens�
from any two formulae of the form A and A� B� we can infer B� as an immediate
consequence in H��

Implicative fragment H� of the Heyting logic is known also as Hilbert�s posi�
tive implicational calculus �see ��
�� Let us remark that an extension of H� by the
axiom scheme

��A� B�� A�� A �Peirce�s rule�

is a proper extension of H� and presents exactely the implicative fragment C� of
the classical two�valued logic�

By induction on the length of the deduction in H� the following well�known
statement is provable�

Proposition The Deduction Theorem holds for H��

Proof� The �only if� part� We use the induction on the length of the derivation
of �� A � B in H�� Let A�� � � � � An � B be a deduction of B from �� A� We will
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show that� for each i �	 � i � n�� a deduction of A� Ai from � can be constructed
and� consequently� a deduction of A� B� The folowing cases are possible�

�i� Ai is an axiom or Ai � �� Then from Ai and the axiom �A	� Ai � A� Ai�
by �mp�� we infer A� Ai�

�ii� Ai � A� Then the identity law A� A justi�es our conclusion�

�iii� For some j� k � i� we have Ak � Aj � Ai� By the induction hypothesis�
we have deductions of A� Aj and A� Aj � Ai from �� Then� from A� Aj �
Ai and the axiom �A� �A � Aj � Ai� � �A � Aj� � A � Ai� by �mp�� we
have �A � Aj� � A � Ai� From the last formula and A � Aj � �nally� by �mp��
we infer A� Ai� i�e�� for i � n� we have A� B�

The �if� part is almost trivial� From any deduction of � � A � B� by �mp��
having A as an additional hypothesis� we infer �� A � B�

By inspection of the proof just presented� a fortiori� we have the following
statement�

Consequence� The Deduction Theorem holds for C��

But it is not clear yet that H� is the minimal system for which Deduction
Theorem holds�

�� The minimal deduction theorem

Let us introduce two Gentzen style sequent calculi based on implication�

The basic notion of the sequent calculus is an expression of the form � � A

which is called sequent� where � is any word over the set of formulae� i�e�� the
�nite sequence of formulae �without commas�� As metavariables� with or without
subscripts� for those �nite �possibly empty� sequences of formulae we use Greek
capital letters ���� � � � Instead of the empty word we leave a blank�

Let us de�ne a sequent calculus LJ�� The only axiom scheme of LJ� is the
sequent of the form�

A � A

where A can be any propositional formula� The structural infrenece rules of LJ�
are�

�AB� � C

�BA� � C
�permutation�

�AA � B

�A � B
�contraction�

� � B

�A � B
�weakening�

� � A �A � B

�� � B
�cut�

The logical inference rules of LJ� are�

�A � B

� � A� B
����

� � A �B � C

��A� B � C
����
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Let us note that structural rules present the basic properties of the consequence
relation and that the logical rules ���� and ���� are closely connected with the
Deduction Theorem� More accurrately� the axiom� the weakening rule and the
cut rule of LJ� corresponds exactly to the basic properties �i���iii� of deduction
relation�

By induction on the length of the deduction in H� and by induction on the
length of the proof in LJ� one can prove that the Hilbert type system H� and
the Gentzen type system LJ� de�ne the same logic�

Theorem� For arbitrary formulae A�� � � � � An� A� the formula A� � � � � �
An � A is provable in H� i� the sequent A� � � �An � A is provable in LJ��

Now we will introduce the sequent calculus DT �Deduction Theorem� which
consists of the axiom and structural rules of LJ�� the following two DT�rules�

�A � B

� � A� B

� � A� B

�A � B

Obviously� the set of formulae fAj the sequent � A is provable in DTg presents the
minimal logical system for which the Deduction Theorem holds� This is why the
system DT is de�ned as a deductive closure of DT�rules only� We will show that
this set coincides with the set of formulae provable in H�� It su�ces to show that
DT and LJ� coincide�

The following DT�deduction tree�

� � A

A� B � A� B

AA� B � B
�A� B � B �B � C

�A� B� � C

shows that the rule ���� is derivable in DT� meaning that we have�

Theorem� For any sequence of formulae �A� the sequent � � A is provable
in LJ� i� � � A is provable in DT�

Consequently� we can conclude the following�

Proposition� The implication fragment of Heyting�s logic H� is the min�
imal 	nitely axiomatisabile logical system� closed for the rules modus ponens and
substitution� for which Deduction Theorem holds�

The Deduction Theorem may be considered a technical result which justi�es
introducing the system H� as a natural formalization of the consequence relation�
but the above statement� de�ning the system H� in a unique� simple and� most
of all� quite natural way� must be of the great importance� The system H� is
an example of non�classical logical calculus� incomlete with respect to the usual
two�valued classical semantics� Note that the Deduction Theorem holds a fortiori
for each extension of H�� over the propositional language� closed for substitution�
with modus ponens as the only rule of inference�
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The next lecture on the same subject should contain the proof that the impli�
cation fragment of the Heyting logic is an in�nitely�valued logic�
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